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“Design is a plan for arranging elements 
to accomplish a particular purpose.” 

– Charles Eames

What is design?



Ideation Implementation

The Iterative Design Process

Brainstorm 
& Research 

Problems 
and 
Solutions

Test them

Identify 
technical 
risks 
and explore 
options

Test them

IdeasChallenge Product



Brainstorm ideas for 
domains and specific problems



In addition to a specific problem,
we need an insights into the solution

Electric light source Heat metal until it glows

A machine that does computation Programmable tape can calculate anything (theoretically)

Teaching fractions Workbooks suck. I’m going to show people 
how I think through them problem.

Making yearbooks Photoshop is HARD, and sharing resources is annoying.
Maybe some online templates can make this easier.

Social network for photos. People take crappy photos and are not too eager to share 
them. What if filters made every photo beautiful?

Problem Insight



Ideas are a good starting point, but they are 
not enough. Why?
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Ideas need to be tested!



Ideation

How do we start to test ideas?

Brainstorm 
& Research 

Problems 
and 
Solutions

Test them

IdeasChallenge



How do get from idea to product?

Idea Product
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The Waterfall Model

Product

Requirements

Design

Implement

Fix bugs

Ship it

• One button
• Touch screen
• Soft keyboard

Idea
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The Waterfall Model is too rigid.

Product

Requirements

Design

Implement

Fix bugs

Ship it

• One button
• Touch screen
• Soft keyboard

Idea
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What if a touch 
screen can’t be 
implemented?

What if this 
device is so 
slow it’s 
unusable?

How can we keep 
up with the 
competition?

What if the 
hardware 
weighs 30 lbs?



Iterative Design
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Idea Product



Iterative Design is good because it minimizes risk
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Low-Fidelity Prototypes



In Iterative Design,
Prototypes get increasingly high-fidelity
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The first iteration should be as 
low-fidelity as possible
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Start with a paper prototype



Paper? Are you kidding me?

No.



Pixar makes detailed and beautiful films



They always start with a storyboard. Why?

Storyboard can test the coherency of a story at a high level,
while it is still easy to change it.



Storyboards are also good for 
prototyping software interactions

Given a task or goal, 
can the user navigate through the system coherently?



Menus and Navigation
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For complex goals, break the task into 
states, options, and transitions to new states.



Think of it like a video game and 
You are designing the experience of your user



Pixar starts with storyboards.
Software starts with paper prototypes.



Other domains with low-fi prototypes
Essays: outlines Acting: Table reads

Painting: Sketches Fashion: Sketches Sports: Diagram “plays”



Paper Prototype Example



Write down a Persona:
Person, a high level Goal,  4 or 5 subgoals
• Idea: Zumba playlist maker

• Person: 
• You are Katie - a Zumba instructor in New York City. 

• Goal
• Your goal is make a playlist of dance songs that last 20 minutes (at least 19 minutes and 

at most 21 minutes)
• Subgoals: 

• 1. Create a new playlist
• 2. Add a song to the playlist
• 3. Add songs to the playlist until the play list is at least 20 minutes long
• 4. If the playlist is too long, remove a song
• 5. Play the playlist



Subgoal 1:

Create a new playlist



Subgoal 2:

Add the first song to the playlist



Subgoal 3:

Add songs until the playlist is at least 20 minutes.



Subgoal 3:

Remove songs until the playlist is 19-21 min



Subgoal 5:

Play the playlist (part 1)



Subgoal 5:

Play the playlist (part 2)



You will probably learn as much from 
making the prototype, 

as you will from running it.



I started with the the playlist drag interface…

And I realized I needed more songs to pick from, 
so I made the songs to pick from 2 columns.



I learned that playlists need names



I realized I needed a homepage to create playlists from….
And also probably list the previous ones.



I realized I’d need CRUD operations 
(create, read, update and delete) 

on the list of playlists



Sam’s Paper Prototype





1. Home Screen



Select a lesson

Note: this page is weirdly sparse



Learn Impressionism

Hmm.. Maybe people need to see art AS they read



I didn’t know you could click that!



Learn post-impressionism

Oh shit! I forgot the overview!



Quiz

People like dragging!



Feedback

People like immediate feedback, but don’t read the text



Final feedback.

Where do I go next?





In this class, instead of a paper prototype, we 
will use a Google Slides prototype



Why is low-fidelity 
better than hi-fidelity 
at early stages?



What if the prototype is too polished?

1. It takes too long to make.

2. Designers become attached 
to designs the spent to most 
time on.

3. You get feedback on the 
wrong thing:
• color,
• Images
• fonts, 
• wording



Use real examples of media in your 
Google Slides Prototype



Running a Prototype



Running Prototypes
• Put your low-fi prototype in front of 

users.
• Read them their goal, and ask them to 
• Ask them to think out loud as they do the 

task
• Don’t interrupt them. 
• Don’t lead them.
• Observe “critical incidents”
• Times they are unsure
• Times they did something you did not 

intend
• Write it down, take screen shots.



Summary



“Design is a plan for arranging elements 
to accomplish a particular purpose.” 

– Charles Eames

What is design?



Ideation Implementation

The Iterative Design Process

Brainstorm 
& Research 

Problems 
and 
Solutions

Test them

Identify 
technical 
risks 
and explore 
options

Test them

IdeasChallenge Product



Iterative Design is good because it minimizes risk
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In Iterative Design,
Prototypes get increasingly high-fidelity
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The first iteration should be as 
low-fidelity as possible
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Given a task or goal, 
can the user navigate the interaction coherently?

Low-Fi Prototypes mitigate risk by 
getting feedback on the most fundamental aspects 
of the design first



Pixar starts with storyboards.
Software starts with paper prototypes.



In this class, instead of a paper prototype, we 
will use a Google Slides prototype



Use real examples of media in your 
Google Slides Prototype



Homework 9: Due Wednesday 4/8

• Gathering insights
• Google Slide Prototypes
• Testing them



Everyone: 
Fill out participation when you see the video!



Now: 
Run your ideas by me


